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Thursday, July 07, 2016 5:11 PM
Vignarajah , Thiru
Adnan Syed

Hello.
My name is
I'm not even sure if I'm contacting the right person but I'm hoping I am.
I was going to stay out of it because I didn't think Adnan would be granted a new trail based on her fabricated
story but seeing as he has , I felt it was important to come forward.
Asia (McClain) Chapman's storyaboutseeing Adnan in the library the day Hae was killed is a lie.
I very much remember, as does
||
iaving a conversation with Asia in our co op class about Asia
saying she believed so much in Adnan innocence that she would make up a lie to prove he couldn' t have done it.
Both my sister and I (more so my sister) argued with Asia about how serious this situation was. She just said
that it wouldn 't hurt anything-that if he was truly guilty then he would be convicted .
I'm not sure what can come of this information but I felt I had to let someone know.
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Hello.
is |
My name |
I'm not even sure if I'm contacting the right person but I’m hoping I am.
I was going to stay out of it because I didn't think Adnan would be granted a new trail
based on her fabricated story but seeing as he has, I felt it was important to come
forward.
Asia (McClain) Chapman's story about seeing Adnan in the library the day Hae was
killed is a lie.
having a conversation with Asia in our
|
I very much remember, as does
much
so
in Adnan innocence that she
op
saying
co
she believed
class about Asia
would make up a lie to prove he couldn' t have done it. Both my sister and I (more so
my sister) argued with Asia about how serious this situation was. She just said that it
wouldn't hurt anything-that if he was truly guilty then he would be convicted.
I'm not sure what can come of this information but I felt I had to let someone know.
Thank you for your time.
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